Reg. material due date moved
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...of students have turned in
material ahead of the end of the
term, and many of the rest didn't
bring it in until registration day.
Smith also noted that the
number of registration changes
after registration day has

decreased steadily in recent years.
He added that the number is not
expected to change significantly in
February, in spite of the new
due date.

Student opinion varies on the
feasibility of the new due date, although it is generally
unfavorable to the change.

One student commented that

"it makes things much more dif-
ficult to think about this term's
classes and next term." Another
student said, "There's no way I'll
really have time to look through
the catalogue and find courses."  

Some students, however, saw
no extra burden. "It only takes an
hour to do anyway," pointed out a
sophomore.
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BRITTANIA RULES.

Rule #1: Look behind you.

Rule #2: Don't cut & run.

THE GAP

Rule #3: Stay at the Gap.

The newest rule in
democracy—let's try it.

Rule #4: Stay at the Gap.

The newest rule in
democracy—let's try it.

BRITANNIA

Rule #3: Stay at the Gap.

The newest rule in
democracy—let's try it.